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Autistically me
by autistic hippy
I love being me, Autistically me,
Sometimes I wish you could see what I see,
The smells, the sounds, the world is so alive,
Give me space to be me, and I’ll blossom, I thrive
You may not see or understand,
Why I flick and fidget and flap my hands,
When I’m excited, happy, and full of glee,
When I’m frustrated, tired, when it’s too noisy
But I have my own language, my own way to be,
I learn through movement, I need to be free,
I can do many things with this brilliant brain of mine,
I see patterns, solve problems, with my uniquely wired mind
Sometimes I need your guidance, to learn the things you do,
I can learn your language, but could you learn mine too?
We are so beautifully diverse, it’s what makes this world so great,
There isn’t just one way, we can all learn to relate

Autistic
through & through
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by autisticness
Autistic through and through
Autistic to the core
My autistic brain brings
All my talents to the fore.
Without it I'd be empty
AutisticLess and dull
Shades of grey and monotone
A dawn without its sun.
I may not know my six times table,
My processing seems slow,
My working memory long retired
But what I know, I know.
Creativeness is what I’ve got,
In bucketloads, it’s true,
With help of pen and paper,
I now offer this to you.
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Pride is: Love
Pride is: Visibility
Pride is: Belonging
Pride is: Being part of a community
Pride is: A rainbow family
Pride is: Connecting with our “family”
Pride is: Finding your people
Pride is: Feeling closer to our friends
Pride is: A place we feel at home
Pride is: A reminder life can be colourful
Pride is: Expression of our community
Pride is: Acknowledging our awesomeness
Pride is: The golden rule - treating others as you would like to be treated
Pride is: For everyone in the LGBTQIA+ community, no one gets left out
Pride is: Seeing the strength of the numbers
Pride is: Knowing you are not alone
Pride is: Celebrating our differences
Pride is: Making Room for everyone
Pride is: Acceptance
Pride is: Being true to yourself
Pride is: A day where I am accepted for who I am
Pride is: Accepting that you are enough as you are
and just as significant in the community as everyone else
Pride is: Being gorgeously you and loving others for being gorgeously them!
Pride is: Fun
Pride is: Radical self love and acceptance
Pride is: Self expression
Pride is: Self care
Pride is: Being proud of who you are
Pride is: Celebrating being yourself
Pride is: Celebrating who we are
Pride is: A celebration
But…

part two

Pride poem
by Bi+ Ireland Community
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Pride is: More than just a party
Pride is: A Protest
Pride is: Challenging the system
Pride is: Acknowledging our struggles
Pride is: A reminder there is loads to fight for
Pride is: Remembering the history of our community
Pride is: Smashing the history books and rewriting them
Pride is: Fighting for our rights
Pride is: Supporting our more marginalised siblings in the community
Pride is: Only possible nowadays thanks to black trans queer women
Pride is: Support for those who need it
Pride is: Protest against inequality
Pride is: A way to give hope to those who
are not in a safe place to come out in
Pride is: Shaking Off the stigma, shame and silence imposed on us…
…saying it loud and proud…
…we’re here, we’re Queer and we’re proud of everyone in our community…
…those both in and out of the closet…
Pride is: Not excluding people cause they “look straight”
Pride is: Not assuming anyone’s gender or sexuality
Pride is: Not defining or naming our identities for anyone else’s sake!
Pride is: Not only GAY Pride;
all the other communities under the LGBTQIA+ umbrella must be welcome here
Pride is: Not the only month LGBTQIA+ community should matter
Pride is: In need of more accessible events
Pride is: In need of more intersectionality
Pride is: In need of more Black and other BIPOC representation
Pride is: A space where undocumented humans and minorities
should not have to be afraid of cops
Pride is: Acknowledging our flaws and thinking how we can make it even better
Pride is: You
Pride is: Me
Pride is: Us
And we are Proud.

part one

Still
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by Jolene Coady
Still...Lying in a field
listening to the birds.
Still...Walking through the woods
not saying a word.
Still...Looking out to sea
completely me.
Still....Climbing a mountain
standing tall.
Still...I am here, still.

Them vs us
by anne doran
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For years, as long as I remember,
I felt I was different,
Weird, alien, unique and an oddity.
There were many times when I was happy to be different.
I never connected with dresses,
Felt foreign in their wearing.
I made my own mould,
And shaped my own path and journey,
Each time having to change and build the new road, brick by brick,
The way has been no yellow brick road,
No magic way in sight.
Many stumbling blocks lay before me,
Shame, guilt and loss;
Shame is not a currency I buy into,
I’m instantly felt othered,
And alone in this uncomfortable cloak of difference.
I had to tweak the apron strings,
That kept me living in the past,
And not allowing me to be grounded in the present.
Finally stopping the unhealthy cycles –
Instead now encouraging my eyes and heart open wide
Creating my tribes and collectives that support my recovery
Creating my own chain of defence,
And now to embrace my uniqueness as a positive move,
To allow myself to be seen as the creative I always was,
I just needed to be invisible for a time,
As it was safer but now,
I can open my rainbow-coloured wings,
And I can soar and fly towards the light of hope.

The seagull
amongst the pigeons
by anne doran
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Looking around,
The seagull not noticing any mates of their own,
Felt othered and different,
They felt alone.
They tried to blend into their surroundings,
Tried to look like a pigeon,
To sound and walk like a pigeon,
But all the time, just not fitting in.
They didn't sing the same tune.
They soon discovered that their difference
was their greatest strength.
They didn't need to assimilate,
They just needed to feel
The reassurance of their own feathers and their
webbed feet,
Just daring to be different.
And all the time,
Gaining confidence to be seen and heard,
And in their own time,
Finding their tribe,
Their own community of seagulls.
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Celebrating my
difference
by alice doyle

I always knew I was different,
did you?
How I saw and met the world
didn’t fit with others.
Or rather, they didn’t fit with me.
I wish I’d known before now
that my neurodiverse differences
were such gifts and especially
that I am not faulty.
I am autistic and dyspraxic.
Knowing that is a gift.
That gift is now belonging
to myself.
I am no longer separate,
I am me.

Confused and alone?
by mx c doyle

Confused and alone,
Staring at a daily choice,
Comfort or safety?
Clothes to match my masc mood,
Or clothes to tick society's needs?
Nervous and alone,
Okay let's be brave.
Chinos and shirt to don.
But stupid breasts get in the way,
Maybe I'll order that binder someday.
Afraid and alone,
I avoid public stares,
Ignore the whispered
"Is that a guy or girl?"
My inner monologue replies Neither.
Panicked and alone,
Which toilet to choose,
Push the door to conform with my genitals,
Conversations stop as the old lady asks
"What are you doing in here?"
Scared and alone
The busy pub seems too much.
I should have worn "women's" clothes,
Why make things harder than they need to be?
You’re not even Non-Binary enough, it seems
" Oh there they are!
Damn sweetie, you're looking good"
Familiar smiles of familiar souls
My chosen family comes into view
Here I'm safe, here I'm supported
Happy and definitely NOT alone
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I'm not an it
by mx c doyle
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I'm not an it,
I'm not a thing,
Can't you see?
I may not be a boy,
But I won't lie.
And say I'm a girl.
I'm just me,
And what a wonderful person to be,
Full of love and joy and hope.
Not a he or she or thing,
Just they,
Yes please.
Because I'm just me,
And what a wonderful person to be,
Generous, kind and never mean.
Yes I’m not a thing,
I'm just me.

a dyslexic poet
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by jaymie doyle
It’s hard living in a world where people believe
dyslexia determines a person’s intelligence
Having dyslexia does not determine
A Person’s intelligence
It’s a learning disability with challenges with
reading, writing, and spelling
Mispronouncing names or words
And trouble comprehending idioms
I believe as a person living with dyslexia
You can be a writer or a poet
No matter the challenges of dyslexia

asexual love
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by jaymie doyle
Sex is society’s way of love
But for people who don’t need that act for love
They see intimacy as cuddles near a warm fire
A movie and hot chocolate with
marshmallows
Sometimes being taken advantage of
You realize you don’t need to fit into society’s
way or acts of love
You go by your life rules
And forget society’s ways
Your heart guides you
And your gut gets you out
Of unwanted toxic relationships
Run as far as your heart guides you
Run to the person you love who accepts you

Pride
by jaymie doyle
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Love is a gift
Gratitude is a virtue
Braveness is an admirable quality to overcome fears
Time gives people the chance to understand
uniqueness and be open
Individuality is what makes a person
Love says: I figured out I don’t need to fit into society’s
expectations of what is normal. There is no shame for
me loving my lifeline my girlfriend.
Gratitude says: I’m lucky to have found someone who
loves me. My partner is a guy and he is my forever.
Time says: I am waiting for people to accept that I am
who I am. I am transgender and will not let people say
I am a freak I’m human and will give time for the
ignorant to see the real me
Individuality says: My chromosomes or hormones may
not match my physical traits or assumed gender. I will
not let anyone or medical professionals change me to
what people perceive me
Two spirit says: I’ve two energies in me.
Non-binary is beautiful. My feminine side may be
beauty but my masculine side makes me strong and
I’m proud of both energies.
LGBTI is normal
LGBTI is beautiful
LGBTI is individual
LGBTI has pride for our uniqueness and bravery to be
who we are
We will fight for our right to freedom

Complete
by J. J. Hale
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In the end, we are human
Striving for perfection
Chasing truth, chasing dreams
Chasing love, or so it seems
Waiting for the world to care
We've all been there
Waiting for the universe to show your worth
To stop the hurt
But it's been showing you all along
You choose to remain blind
To the beauty locked inside
The passion in your soul
The fire, burning a hole in your existence
The light, so bright, it burst through your dark expanse
You are your worth, you are the truth
The dreams, they are locked inside of you
No one can set forth the path in which you'll grow
No one controls the destiny you fiercely seek
The destiny you think you know
Move beyond the existence you feel doomed to endure
Aim for more, be more, believe more
Than a phantom in the sky, pulling strings, flying high
You are the almighty master of your soul
You are whole, all by yourself
There is no missing puzzle piece
There is just you and the vastness of your mind
And if you look inside you'll find
You are complete

Enough
by j.J. Hale

I’ve spent so much energy
Leaning into misery
Counting my failures instead of wins
That’s how it begins
Then it spirals
Self-sabotage at its finest
On the surface, I made steps to change
To rearrange my mindset
Forget the pain from the past
It didn’t last and once again I wallow
Feeling hollow and used
Emotionally abused
By them and now me
I’ll always be
My biggest critic, harshest judge
Sometimes the world seems too much
My feelings too big
Thoughts too loud
Too proud to let them see
How much I was breaking me
Allowing myself to get lost in things
And people who
Don’t value my worth
Creating my own hurt
Then wondering, why me?
Enough is enough, and I am enough
I realize, finally
I deserve to just… be.
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Follow me
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by j.j. Hale

I dare you to follow me
Along the path I’m taking
It’s difficult and dangerous
There’s much I am forsaking
I’ve said goodbye to comfort
I’ve said hello to fear
I’ve uprooted my life
To find my way here
I dare you to follow me
But first, I must confess
I’m lost along this path
That I hope leads to happiness

Growth
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by j.J. Hale

I’m strong
Because I had no choice
I speak
Because I had no voice
I fight
Because no-one fought for me
I love
Because of the hate I see
I cry
Because there is strength in tears
I learn
Because there is truth in fears
I’m grateful
For the girl who got to see
The powerful woman she would one day be

Short poems
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by j.J. Hale

Those who cannot accept the
Wonderful array of colours you portray
Do not deserve to bask
In the beauty of your rainbow
—
You hide under the rainbow
Afraid to emerge into a world
That is so different from the one you’ve known
Afraid to let your true colours show
If only you could see
The beauty that shines
When you embrace the rainbow and
Set yourself free
—
Stories sit under my skin
Begging to be told
To be spilled from within
Like ink upon a page
To reach a broken mind
A hurting soul to know
You are not alone

i swing
by joana hermann
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open invitation
By Frank l. Ludwig
When you attempt to make us learn our place
by surrendering to what you deem the norm,
you keep insisting with a solemn face,
'We all have to comply and to conform.'
But do we? Do we really? We all live
in a society that is beyond
divided and divisive, and you give
advice that everybody should despond.
People are judged according to their group
identities, and strongly you condemn
those different from your own and try to dupe
us to employ the concepts us and them.
You ridicule or downplay our mistrust
of your society's restrictive mould
and keep insisting everybody must
go with the flow and do as they are told.
But looking at the world, you must agree
we need more individuals who dare
to call out bullshit and hypocrisy
and to oppose, while others do not care,
injustice, inequality and acts
of violence that often are rerun,
think for themselves and base their thought on facts:
join us and let us show you how it's done.

Progress
By Frank l. Ludwig
People want to be accepted
by their peers and brood about
how the others may perceive them;
fitting in, they can’t stand out.
No one ever makes a difference
who has no original thought;
progress isn’t brought by people
who are thinking as they’re taught.
No one ever makes a difference
who adopts the social norm;
progress isn’t brought by people
who uncritically conform.
No one ever makes a difference
who obeys on bended knee;
progress isn’t brought by people
who revere authority.
No one ever makes a difference
who is going with the flow;
progress isn’t brought by people
who uphold the status quo.

The plant of progress
By Frank l. Ludwig
There are seeds in the winds of the planet
of a plant that could alter its face,
but on reaching their marked destination
very few find a suitable place.
Some are crushed on the spot where they landed
till the life disappears from the germs,
and instead of providing a harvest
they provide a dessert for the worms.
Some are starting to grow in a garden
or a field with the soil that they need,
just to find themselves extirpated
by the ones who consider them weed.
Some are trimmed on a regular basis,
and they’re questioned, ‘Why can’t you just grow
like the other sweet flowers around you,
with some beautiful petals to show?’
While they may be abhorred or accepted,
they are never expected to thrive:
they’re regarded as plants with no purpose
which rely on largesse to survive.
One or two in a thousand may manage
to grow free into autism trees,
standing tall in the middle of nowhere
as convention’s revered escapees.
Each of these bears a fruit that is different
from all fruits that have yet been defined,
and their boughs dangle heavy and laden
as they benefit all of mankind.

Take me out
by Irene Doval Marcos
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Oh, please! Take me out of here. Take me somewhere else. Anywhere else!
Sometimes it’s so dark and cold in this closet...
Sometimes, when the neons stop blinding me, when the frenzy is over, when I finally have
time to feel, I find myself lost in the shadows...
Where, why, who am I?
In the long distance, I can see a twinkling light. Looks like a star... Its light seems more pale
and more beautiful than the ones in the city... It is soft... It does not hurt my over excited
eyes...
I want to follow it, but I can’t. Just then I realized the bar I’m tied up to that forces me, like a
little tree, to grow up straight.
My first instinct is to fidget, but the ropes are so tight... And their bites keep reminding me
“Do you think you could do it without us?” And maybe they are right, maybe without the bar I
would bend... Maybe if I moved one single inch, my whole world could just break...
And I stay... at least for a while...
But there is this light again! Twinkling with the jingle of a hundred crystal bells.
And I wish to go so badly... To join them and play...
I suddenly start crying:
“Little star, take me away!

part two

Show me all that I am missing: your soft warm light...
Show me all the wonders of your universe... Your wishes, your desires, your longings, your
hopes.
The warm complicity of founding yourself inside another soul.
The touch of another soft skin, in each curve or a body, that is not your body but it is like
yours.
Share me all your secrets! Show me how to live!”
And I long for what I’m missing while the little star twinkles and for a while, the neons
disappear and I can only put my eyes on her...
But then, from time to time, I realize that the neons are the world I know and are somehow
also beautiful. And somehow I still love them. And start yelling to her, for not yelling to
myself:
“But please, please, little star! Don’t put me inside another box... IT IS SO NARROW, THE
SPACE BETWEEN CLOSETS!

Take me out
by Irene Doval Marcos
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part one

Do not ask me to lie to you or your friends! Don’t make me pretend your way is the only way.
Don’t believe from now on I like just the things you like and I actually always hated the things
you hate because that is not true. I’m sorry. You are amazing just the way you are. But I am
not you...
Don’t dare to insinuate that I was wrong before I met you and that all the things I had meant
nothing. Don’t expect me to forget them. Cause I can’t. I won’t. I don’t want to. They are also
part of me. An important part. And they made me who I am...
Don’t condemn my past as there was no more space for it in my future...
I know, my dear, that this can make you feel insecure. I know maybe you are scared. Scared
of me just changing my mind some day and going away. But, honey, sorry to tell you, that
could happen even if I was more defined anyway.
Don’t think my feelings are wrong... That is what they think, and you are better than them...
Don’t expect me to deny the wonders they gave me cause they were real and I can’t kill what
I felt for them... but I am also unable to kill what I feel for you, my evening star.
Just understand that right here, right now, I just want to be with you. Just you in the whole
world. In this huge universe. And that should be enough.
Please, don’t start overthinking about with who I might be tomorrow. Does it make a
difference if the name is Anna or John? The name doesn’t really matter. Only if it is you or
not.
Let me be with you... but please, let me be!
Just the way I am:
Not black or white but multicoloured.
Found and lost.
Calm and storm.
Chaos and balance.
Just me.
A bright double moon lighted by a beautiful star.
In the spotlight. Without shadows.”

Ah'm ur
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by Keeks Mc

Ah aye kennt Ah wis unalike
... but thocht Ah shuid be the same
Sae Ah leart tae wear a fause face
thou aye keepin an edge
tae ma chairacter
as weel as an edgey
fur ma hert
No heilin
but lowdenin
pairts o me
tae fly unner the radar ma intueetion
ma rummlet heid
the coarsin ideas
sense o juistice
but worry o groff
ma sexuality
ma unease wi juidgemental deities
wha mak abody in thair eemage
than smit tham fur bein thamsel
As a wean
Ah thocht Ah wis jammy
Ah passed
part
but the ither weans wittit

two

Ah'm ur
by Keeks Mc

part one

ma differ
like shairks smell bluid
an Ah dinnae fit
Ah grew tae appreciate masel
an hae nae care whit fowk think
sae Ah'm ur whit Ah'm ur
Ironically
Ah still pass
No oot o chice
but kis grawn-ups
are sae wrapped in thamsels
an yokit
that thay imagine whit thay see
oan face value
Ordinar is in the ee o the behauder
Thay may chise whit thay see
but Ah chise whit thay hear
an ma vyce is rairie
Thay'll hear me yet
kis noo Ah've fun crouseness an jey
in bein me
Ah'll nivver be seelent
sae lang as ithers
feel thay hae tae be
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changing
by nate

I was a weird little kid.
I cried when plans changed.
I was terrified of the sound of thunder
and escalators eating my feet.
No one ever asked why.
The nail that sticks out gets
hammered down.
Put your head down to survive.
A tale as old as time itself.
Invisibility was a super power.
But now?
You burn it down and dance in the
ashes.
You wake up each morning and begin
again.
You take deep breaths and remember
not to believe every thought you
think.
You feel grateful you've survived.
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Mam, I have
something to
tell you
by HK Ní Shioradáin

the inside of
a kiwi
is very different
from its
Semi-Detached
Suit Wearing
Corporate
Exterior

Each and every one
by P.H.
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It’s lovely having all one’s friends in one place.
Accessible, always there, providing comfort.
Each one with different
Titles, interests, knowledge and wisdom.
Each one with a different
Voice.
A different story.
Each one
Unique.
Some are older, a bit battered and worse for wear.
Some new and shiny, full of colour, calling out,
‘Look at me! I’m here!’
Each one has value and lessons to share.
There’s joy. There’s laughter… tears, horror and drama.
They prop each other up, one behind the other,
So that one and all can be found…
Each one different
But every-one
Bound and made of the same material.
Each one
I can hold and follow word for word.
Worlds within a world.
And for each and every one,
I am all the better.

Hearts
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by P.H.

Hearts
Skip beats
and dance faster and faster and faster
They open and fill up to bursting point.
Sometimes they grow bigger
To accommodate more.
Sometimes they crack and break
And they do not dance, atrophy is threatened.
Instead
They shrink, retreat, harden
And build walls.
But remain beating.
Which can create a chink.
Making spaces for filling.

Hope...
by P.H.
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(For James)
Hope is the dawn chorus
Singing out no matter what.
Hope is the sunrise
Illuminating the darkness.
Hope is a gift wrapped in a moment.
Those sweet beautiful… sometimes ordinary moments,
That make you stop, think, appreciate what you’ve got.
Those moments that help you realise
Just how strong you are...
Just how able you are...
And just how loved you are.
The part that we play is
deciding to accept these gifts or not.
It’s a choice.
And if I had one wish for you,
It’s a life full of gifts of hope.
I hope there’ll always be someone who’ll listen.
I hope you will find your voice.
I hope you will learn to listen.
I hope there will be
Music, Art and Love,
Understanding, compassion, kindness and joy.
And peace is being yourself.

Chaos & the quiet
by eve reiland
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I stand here barefoot on carpet,
the fiber of comfort and home pressed into my soles.
My roommate, The Quiet, stands with me.
We watch branches and leaves swing through a wet window.
The Quiet doesn’t echo the cacophony in my mind.
Instead it’s a friend and wraps me in a swathe of emptiness
like a blanket.
It provides comfort in fear,
and its silence feels like a threadbare and button-eyed love
hugged fierce in the dark.
It comforts more than honeyed chamomile
and says absolutely nothing when I need it the most.
The Quiet is never jealous when I return home.
It doesn’t chide that I stink of Chaos
and then shame me for where I’ve been.
No,
solitude is always offered
and I’m reminded this is where I belong.
No matter what, I can always be here
and seek peace from the constant crackle of the storm.
Oh, but I love to be drunk with Chaos.
It’s scented with Life.
Rebellion of The Quiet can be delicious and decadent.
The body-high incredible when saturated with voice,
intoxicated with vibration
and drenched in indiscriminate light.
And that’s not enough.
My skin seeks what it can’t always have, human touch.
It need be nothing more grandiose than a pressed-cheek hello
and honest hug.
Even a sincere handshake will do — that brief, warm connection to real life.
A moment of humanity.
part two

Chaos & the quiet
by eve reiland

part one
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Damn, I’m alive. To hell with The Quiet and bring on the noise.
I fight Chaos. I fight pain.
I rage against the invisible and stand emboldened again
Welcome me into the world.
Your bumping, thumping, chiming, beeping, clicking
noise-dominated world.
I want to hear your chatter, songs, and curse.
Light me up with a message flash, photo snap, headlight swerve,
blinking streaking electronic billboard,
streetlight and spotlight.
Share with me the synchronicity of community.
I want to know your vibe and feel your heart.
Let’s dance. Let’s play. Let’s read our words.
Smack the table. Ring the bell. Roar and applause.
Conversation overlapping conversation.
It doesn’t matter that the commotion shorts my wiring.
Like an addict, my brain’s dependent and I need more.
More of you. More of this. Give me decadence.
Give me decadence until my head explodes
and knees smack the floor
Let’s overindulge until I Shake, Rattle and Hum
a staccato inconsistent to tunes Bono has sung.
Let me feel alive completely — this one moment
full. sensory. integration.
I’m going to do this until Chaos and rebellion fry my mind.
Even then, I’ll be unapologetic when
Writhe and Agony arrive.
With my unrepentant soul spent,
I will seek The Quiet, my mistress of Silence,
to love me healthy
so I can flirt with Chaos again.

Star of Hope
(Étoile espérer)
by julian standish
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My eyes are pulled to balls of white,
Emitting a soft glow in the dead of night.
With childlike wonder and glee
My view travels like fish in the murky sea.
Scattered like freckles on a warm white canvas,
They serve as a beacon amongst all the madness.
We can sit and gaze or cross paths in fleeting
moments.
But they’ll always bring me hope
For they are my memories and silently spoken
wishes.
They drift much like us,
On a sea that sings of the past,
Present and future.
They are a gift.
(Ils sont un cadeau.)

a Coffee in may
by robyn travers

It could have been May 2021 or 1901, and I wouldn’t have been able
to tell. We sat across from each other on a wooden picnic bench.
Time stretched thin between us.
It was the 1st week I’d ever spent at your house.
My eyes followed the beads of condensation,
And I tried to swallow the vanilla flavored declarations of love. I
convinced myself that it was too soon,
That I would scare you away.
You reached across the table and my hand.
I held it back
And I wondered whether my fingertips were too cold from the iced
coffee.
I loved that coffee date.
I seized the opportunity to stare at you.
We took polaroids of each other.
I stuck your picture above my desk.
I stare at you while I paint. Write. Live.
Whenever I have the same coffee now it’s not just a coffee.
It tastes like your sun-soaked skin turning pink.
It tastes like your wry smile.
It tastes like joy.
It tastes like forever in each sip, and my thirst just won't go away.
In a strange way,
I think I knew even then that a coffee in May meant much more
than that. It’s April 2022 now.
Almost May again.
It's time Blaithin knew how much that date meant to me. And that if
we were to ever put our love story on paper;
That's what I would call it.
A coffee in May.

Mask

by jacob wordsmith
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There's a secret I'm too scared to tell
Maybe my heart beats for boys as well
Maybe I hate how the mirror fails to show a female
Maybe I'm autistic and you missed it
But that's my fault
There's a mask tasked to halt questions of any class
This mask helps me breeze past any mass
And never be asked who is the real person here
A mask crafted with gold and fear because the news has made it clear
The threats I'd get if I loved a Ruth and a Roy
If I didn't feel like I was a boy
If flapping my hands gave me joy
The different eyes I'd earn when you saw the lie burn
To the tune of Jim Carey saying "Smokin"
And even without violence I'm a freak or a token
So instead of being laid to waste I took my face and I lost it
Now I lie with the other monsters in the closet
But there's no fear factor when you're faced with an actor
There's less pity and rage when the world is a stage
With a script perfectly lipped without a word tripped or a line clipped
And you connected with the mask met at the door
Without it will you want to be my friend anymore
Maybe I'm weird or wrong or a bore
Those who've seen beneath adore but there are people who think I need to be
cured
Because these are just silly teenage dreams
Or it's a phase going on longer than it seems
Or it's the vaccines
Why can't it just be me
What you don't see is my mask of gold has me blue
Because it's exhausting pretending to be you
I collapse in bed because I'm through
Scared to start this all anew
And I want to show you who I am
Really I do
So I'm waiting for the day my nature isn't chit-chatter
The day I'm not at risk of being battered
Or your image of me doesn't shatter
I'll tell you this secret
On the day it doesn't matter

oh boy

Scan &
Listen

by jacob wordsmith
He said his heart beat him down the wrong road
I was expecting a girl
Who introduced him to drugs and thugs
But it wasn’t a girl
He was taught the darker track
Is a dinner for two
With someone the same gender as him
Oh boy
We imagined if his heart was wrong
But I turned it down a different route
How sick that a muscle pumps blood in your veins
That is truly twisted
And the shapes it makes when it beats are just weird
It’s improper
It’s not right
His heart is doing nothing wrong
It is keeping him alive

uncertain s(k)in
by jacob wordsmith

Scan &
Listen

Stop taking the K out of uncertain skin
We need to acknowledge the problems of our kin
I don't care if there's a boy masking as a girl
Or a girl a boy because this is the world
What I care about is who you are
Where you're going and how far
But how much mileage do you get when the mirror seems to
forget
That you're not who you're supposed to be yet
Ignorance is itself what it begets and we live in a time where
gender ain't set
We’re born as clay so I'll listen when you say
The right way isn't driven in a Chevrolet
Honda Toyota or Ferrari
You don't play Xbox when you're all about Atari
And if you need to move the paddle to breakout
Then I'll help take the fake out and stake out who you're
supposed to be
You see if I felt less like Jake but more like Jane
To say I'm wrong is completely insane
I might have discovered my gender and name but my core is still
the same
Ribena changes the flavour but it’s still just water
And my parents would hate it if I never became their daughter
And how about those who don't identify
That's not a problem that someone needs to rectify
That's treating the self like maths which cannot be justified
It all comes down to who we are beneath skin and bone
Hating on anyone makes them feel alone
When all we need is to be shown the best pace and the best
place to be grown
So let's leave them her and him up to them her and him
Let's leave the K in uncertain skin

